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Introduction 

 Baseball is one of the few sports that allow the defensive team to have possession of 

the ball in play.  The player usually holding the ball is the pitcher on the mound.  Great pitchers 

can be essential to winning teams but said pitchers can also be costly.  In Major League Baseball 

(MLB), winning is everything but is being a winning team always possible?  And can everyone 

afford these great pitchers? 

MLB is a professional sports league that does not commit to league-wide revenue 

sharing policy or limit to how much teams can spend on the players.  Since not all teams are 

located in similar-sized markets, a discrepancy in total revenue can result.  The largest 

consequence from this incongruity comes in the form of local revenues of teams and team 

payrolls for players.  According to the Major League Baseball Blue Ribbon Report (Levin et al., 

2000), the team payroll disparity is so large that the average local revenue, from 1995-1999, for 

the New York Yankees (the highest team) is about the same as the five lowest teams (Montreal, 

Minnesota, Pittsburg, Oakland, and Kansas City).  The same report also states that, during the 

2000 season, the New York Yankees’ top three players were paid more than the team payroll of 

each of the bottom seven teams.  This leads to question whether low revenue/payroll teams, 

also known as small-market teams, can compete with the teams in the large markets who have 

huge amounts of money to spend on the very best players in the game. 
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Michael Lewis’ Moneyball (2003) is an inside look at the Oakland A’s, a small-market 

team, and their noble GM, Billy Beane, who tries to beat the budget constraint by using young 

or undervalued players.  Lewis writes, “There was no simple way to approach the problem that 

Billy Beane was trying to solve.  It read like an extra credit question on an algebra quiz. You have 

$40 million to spend on 25 baseball players.  Your opponent has already spent $126 million on 

its own 25 players and holds perhaps another $100 million in reserve.  What do you do with your 

forty million to avoid humiliating defeat?.... The poor team was forced to find bargains: young 

players and whatever older guys the market had undervalued.” (2003, p. 119).   

Even though Beane and company mainly focused on the market for batters who can 

safely reach first base, Lewis’ story also discusses the lack of value placed on pitchers who 

prevent opposing batters from reaching that same first base and/or prevent extra base hits (i.e. 

ground-ball or fly-ball pitchers).  A 2006 study by Hakes and Sauer stated that Beane was acting 

differently than other general managers but “the underpayment of the ability to get on-base 

was substantially if not completely eroded within a year of Moneyball’s publication” (p. 184).  

Therefore, considering the budget constraint for some teams and the excess of cash for others, 

do teams pay for the services of players differently?  Is it the same story for both pitchers and 

batters? 

Brown and Jepsen (2009) found that “…offensive statistics are key determinants of 

player salaries but that teams do not pay differently for them. There are team differences, 

however, in the salaries received by players who are eligible for arbitration.” (2009, p. 2).  I will 

create a similar model except I will focus exclusively on pitchers and their salary.  First, I will test 

defense independent pitching statistics (DIPS) to predict a pitcher’s salary.  Secondly, use 
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variables such as local team revenue and a dummy variable to determine which league the 

team is in to help determine if teams pay more per individual attribute than others.  Even 

though Brown and Jepsen (2009) used a hierarchical linear model (HLM), I believe Ordinary 

Least Squares (OLS) model can still explain a majority of the information required for this study.  

HLM only helps to better allocate errors and use of interaction terms, which might not be 

needed here. 

I find that the defense independent pitcher statistics are key regressors of pitcher 

salaries and teams likely do not pay differently for them.  Like Brown and Jepsen (2009), the 

differences in teams usually result from players who are eligible for arbitration and free agency. 

The Model 

I will use an OLS model to test the impact of player and team characteristics on player 

salaries.  Brown and Jepsen (2009) hypothesized that players are potentially paid more 

because: a) they are better players, as evidenced by better individual statistics, b) they play for 

teams who have more money to spend on players, or c) both. 

I model (the log of) an individual player’s salary as a function of his individual statistics 

and his team’s statistics.  The individual statistics consist of the player’s DIPS, innings pitched 

per game (IPperG), fielding average (FLDAVG), on-base percentage (OBP), slugging percentage 

(SLG), whether the player is eligible for arbitration (ARB), and whether the player is eligible for 

free agency (FREE).  The DIPS are made up variables such as walk-hit per inning pitched (WHIP) 

ratio, homerun ratio (HRRatio), and strikeout ratio (SORatio).  The team statistics used for a 

particular team are total local revenue (TR) and whether they are in the National League (NL). 
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I predict that WHIP and SORatio will be negatively related a pitcher’s salary.  HRRatio 

will be positively related to a pitcher’s salary.  Bradbury (2007) examines the role of DIPS as 

compared to statistics that could be defense-dependent such as: earned run average (ERA), 

opposing batter’s batters average, and win-loss record. 

I expect IPperG to have a positive predicted sign.  Krautmann (2003) suggests that 

pitchers need to be segregated into their roles (starters, relievers, stoppers, etc.).  Krautmann 

also states that this role can determine salary earnings significantly. 

I anticipate FLDAVG, OBP, and SLG to have positive relationships to player salaries.  

Brown and Jepsen (2009) believed FLDAVG would have an effect for a batter’s salary while 

Lewis’ model (2003) did not believe it to be significant. 

Arbitration and Free Agency should also be positively related to a pitcher’s salary.  The 

Business of Baseball Web site, compiled by Doug Pappas, identifies eligibility for ARB and FREE 

of the players in the data.  Pappas’s site was also used in studies by Brown and Jepsen (2009), 

Hakes and Sauer (2006), and Miller (2006).  They all found that both are positive but FREE was 

much stronger for players.  The labor market of MLB has some monopolistic and free market 

traits.  During the first three years of a player’s “majors” career, the player’s rights are exclusive 

to one team.  During years four, five, and six, the player is eligible for final-offer arbitration 

(FOA).  If a player chooses to pursue FOA, the player and team each submit a salary bid.  The 

arbitrator then chooses one of the bids, no other figures are considered.  Financial information 

of the team is supposedly not information considered during arbitration.  However, criteria that 

is considered consists of player’s past statistics, “special qualities of leadership and public 

appeal,” salary history, comparative baseball salaries, and team performance, which includes 
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the team’s standing and attendance records (Basic Agreement, 2001, p. 13).  It is not farfetched 

to believe that an arbitrator who uses a team’s performance, standing, and attendance records 

to determine a player’s salary is indirectly considering the team’s financial information.  Brown 

and Jepsen (2009) found evidence that arbitrators may in fact consider financial information 

regarding a batter’s salary.  Players who have more than six years of experience are free to 

negotiate with any team in the league. 

According to “conventional baseball wisdom,” local revenue of a team is likely to be 

positively correlated to a player’s salary.  The team with larger revenues/payroll has the 

potential to spend more money on a given player.  Local team revenue is made up of gate 

receipts, local television, radio and cable fees, ballpark concessions, local advertising, 

sponsorship and publications, parking, suite rentals, and postseason and spring training 

revenues (Levin et al., 2000).  Brown and Jepsen (2009) and Kahane (2001) use local and total 

revenue, respectively, in an HLM model to explain team variations in professional sports.   

The National League and the American League are similar in every way except that the 

American League has a player who hits in place of the pitcher, the designated hitter.  I believe 

the predicted sign for NL will be negative.  The American League will value pitching more 

because the American League usually has more powerful line-ups. 

The basic model of baseball player salaries is 

Ln(Salaryi) = β0 + β1WHIPi + β2HRRatioi + β3SORatioi + β4IPperGi + β5OBPi + β6SLGi + β7FLDAVGi + 

β8ARBi + β9FREEi + β10TRi + β11NLi + ui 
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but we will need to consider more information to determine if all teams pay the same for a 

player’s abilities.  One way to evaluate this problem is change the model so that there are two 

levels, much like the HLM Model in Brown and Jepsen (2009).  Level 1 will be 

Ln(Salaryi) = β0 + β1WHIPi + β2HRRatioi + β3SORatioi + β4IPperGi + β5OBPi + β6SLGi + β7FLDAVGi + 

β8jARBi + β9jFREEi + ui 

and Level 2 will be 

βij = γi0 + γi1TRj + γi2NLj + eij 

where subset j is inserted on Level 1 for ARB and FREE to indicate they are analyzed on both 

player and team characteristics.  Level 2 will be connected to Level 1 through ARB and FREE to 

create interaction terms that can explain team differences in salary for an individual player.  

The combined model, and complete model, is shown directly below. 

Ln(Salaryi) = β0 + β1WHIPi + β2HRRatioi + β3SORatioi + β4IPperGi + β5OBPi + β6SLGi + β7FLDAVGi + 

β8,0ARBi + β9,1ARBi*TRi + β10,2ARBi*NLi + β11,0FREEi + β12,1FREEi*TRi + β13,2FREEi*NLi + (uj + ei) 

The Data 

There were two main sources of data for this research.  The first was player data 

obtained from the Lahman baseball database from the Baseball Archive (2004) at 

http://www.baseball.com.  Updated every year, the database contains statistics of MLB 

pitchers, batters, managers, and franchises dating back to 1871.  The data can also be 

distinguished between regular season and postseason for each variable.  The second source 

contained team revenue data from the Major League Baseball Blue Ribbon Panel Report 

published in July of 2000. 
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My data set is exclusive to players who pitched during the 2000 season and who had 

data prior to the season.  This set will not include rookies who pitched during the 2000 season 

or pitchers retiring immediately before that season.  For each player included, I collected career 

statistics, cumulating data through the 1999 season, since the 2000 salary is assumed to be 

dependent on such information.  In total, there were 329 pitchers included in the data set. 

I was able to compute WHIP, HRRatio, SORatio, and IPperG using the raw data in the 

Lahman database.  WHIP is calculated as 

𝑊𝐻𝐼𝑃 =
𝐻 + 𝐵𝐵 + 𝐻𝐵𝑃

𝐼𝑃
 

where H is the number of career hits allowed, BB is the number of career base-on-balls, non-

intentional walks, allowed, HBP is the number of career intentional walks, and IP is the total 

career innings pitched.  This measurement is an index of a pitcher’s ability to produce an out.  

HRRatio is calculated as 

𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐵𝐹

𝐻𝑅
 

where BF is the total number of batters faced and HR is the total number of homeruns allowed 

by the pitcher.  HRRatio is an index to compare among pitchers to determine how often a 

pitcher gives up a homerun (A HRRatio of 7 would mean a pitcher gives up a homerun, on 

average, every 7 batters faced).  SORatio is calculated similar, 𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐵𝐹

𝑆𝑂
 , where SO is the 

total number of strikeouts.  Another index used to help illustrate a pitcher’s ability to strikeout 

batters (A SORatio of 7 would mean a pitcher records a strikeout, on average, every 7 batters 

faced).  IPperG is calculated as, 𝐼𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐺 =
𝐼𝑃

𝐺
, where IP is the career innings pitched and G is the 

career number of games a pitcher made an appearance.  This figure should be a good indicator 
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of how involved a pitcher is to a game.  Pitchers with high IPperG will likely be starters while 

pitchers with low IPperG will likely be middle relief or closers. 

 FLDAVG, OBP, and SLG were also computed based off the Lahman’s baseball database.  

These variables are non-pitching statistics but may have some impact on their salary.  In the 

Brown and Jepsen (2009) study, FLDAVG was included during the discussion for a batter’s 

salary.  The non-pitching variables are calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝐿𝐷𝐴𝑉𝐺 =
𝑃𝑂 + 𝐴

𝑃𝑂 + 𝐴 + 𝐸
 

Where PO represents career total putouts, A represents career total assists, and E represents 

career total errors.  FLDAVG is a percentage of successful fielding plays over total fielding 

attempts. 

𝑂𝐵𝑃 =
𝐻 + 𝐵𝐵 + 𝐻𝐵𝑃

𝐴𝐵 + 𝐵𝐵 + 𝐻𝐵𝑃 + 𝑆𝐹
 

Where H is the career number of hits for the pitcher, BB is the number of career walks, HBP is 

the number of career walks by being hit by a pitch, AB is the number of at-bats by the pitcher, 

and SF is the career number of sacrifice flies. 

𝑆𝐿𝐺 =
𝐻 + 2𝐵 +  2 ∗ 3𝐵 +  3 ∗ 𝐻𝑅 

𝐴𝐵
 

Where H and AB are same as above, 2B is the number of career doubles, 3B is the number of 

career triples, and HR is the number of career homeruns.  Note that all figures in OBP and SLG 

are batting statistics for the pitcher. 

 The local team revenue data is taken from the 1999 season, in millions of dollars.  This 

data was matched to players based on their 1996 team, at the beginning of the season.  The 

table below shows the descriptive statistics of all the variables included in the model. 
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The MEANS Procedure 
 

Descriptive Statistics 
 

Label         N          Mean       Std Dev       Minimum       Maximum 
2000salary  329    1967764.65    2379056.85     200000.00   15714286.00 
lnsalary    329    13.8147074     1.1860536    12.2060726    16.5700808 
TR          329    70.8528571    40.5597952    11.9700000   175.9400000 
NL          329     0.5653495     0.4964661             0     1.0000000 
ARB         329     0.3799392     0.4861107             0     1.0000000 
FREE        329     0.4316109     0.4960553             0     1.0000000 
OBP         289     0.1580699     0.1150489             0     1.0000000 
SLG         289     0.1526665     0.1370323             0     1.0000000 
FLDAVG      329     0.9529371     0.0378727     0.7692308     1.0000000 
AvgOfERA    329     4.8814267     2.7069611     1.7200000    36.0000000 
WHIP        329     1.4625158     0.2720586     0.8555133     5.0000000 
IPperG      329     3.5806991     2.3546708     0.0231481    17.3333333 
AvgofBAOpp  329     0.2971337     0.1173846     0.0022609     1.3445378 
HRRatio     327    44.2303984    37.4932989     2.5000000   670.9000000 
SORatio     329     6.1225319     3.5521168     0.4545455    63.2924528 

 

The Results 

 The estimation is broken up into five models in the chart below.  In each case the 

natural log of the player’s salary is used as the dependent variable.  The * represents variables 

that have a p-value of less than .05 and ** represents variables that have a p-value of less than 

.10. 

 Column 1 is a player statistics only model.  This is a weaker model considering the R-

squared and F-value are not strong figures at .15 and 14.35, respectively.  The model does 

indicate that WHIP, HRRatio, SORatio, and IPperG are sturdy variables for the regression. 

 Column 2 is the same as Column 1 except for the addition of arbitration and free 

agency.  The significance of these variables are both economically, a player eligible for free 

agency earns approximately 195% more than players who are not, and statistically, both ARB 

and FREE have a p-value of less than .05. 

 Column 3 shows the addition of the non-pitching statistics.  We can tell quickly that 

these variables are not significant, neither economically or statistically.  According to Column 

3’s model, the better a pitcher is at playing defense the worse his salary is going to be, on 
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average.  Some of the pitchers do not have batting attempts, likely those in the American 

League, and this causes SAS to only use 288 observations as compared to the 327 in the other 

models. 

Dependent Variable: LnSalary 

Independent Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Intercept 15.519 
(.501) 

13.229 
(.415) 

15.771 
(1.425) 

15.282 
(1.479) 

15.574 
(1.445) 

13.188 
(.417) 

WHIP -1.371* 
(.337) 

-.619* 
(.262) 

-2.164* 
(.349) 

-2.123* 
(.353) 

-2.138* 
(.353) 

-.591* 
(.263) 

HRRatio .008* 
(.003) 

.009* 
(.002) 

.011* 
(.004) 

.011* 
(.003) 

.011* 
(.004) 

.008* 
(.002) 

SORatio -.094* 
(.033) 

-.098* 
(.025) 

-.01 
(.034) 

-.009* 
(.034) 

-.009 
(.035) 

-.092* 
(.026) 

IPperG .141* 
(.027) 

.137* 
(.021) 

.144* 
(.021) 

.141* 
(.021) 

.142* 
(.021) 

.132* 
(..021) 

ARB  .997* 
(.132) 

1.109* 
(.145) 

1.106* 
(.145) 

1.010* 
(.227) 

.761* 
(.210) 

ARB*TR     .002 
(.002) 

.003A 

(.078) 

ARB*NL     -.020 
(.162) 

.078 
(.155) 

FREE  1.949* 
(.131) 

1.947* 
(.143) 

1.921* 
(.145) 

1.824* 
(.232) 

1.781 
(.221) 

FREE*TR     .001 
(.002) 

.002 
(.002) 

FREE*NL     .057 
(.144) 

.051 
(.147) 

FLDAVG   -1.172 
(1.371) 

-.824 
(1.394) 

-.989 
(1.390) 

 

OBP   .557 
(.665) 

.526 
(.665) 

.505 
(.671) 

 

SLG   -.112 
(.559) 

-.056 
(.561) 

-.044 
(.567) 

 

TR    .002 
(.001) 

  

NL    .017 
(.100) 

  

Observations 
R-squared 

327 
.15 

327 
.51 

288 
.56 

288 
.56 

288 
.56 

327 
.52 
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F-Value 14.35 55.54 39.44 32.43 27.13 33.61 

A – p-value of .12 

 Column 4 is the largest model including all variables from the first 3 columns plus the 

team level variables, TR and NL.  The TR and NL variables are not statistically significant, p-

values at X and Y, respectively.  However, TR and NL are economically significant.  For every one 

million dollars in team revenue the average pitcher’s salary increases .2%.  Which means if 

there are two players with identical attributes (holding all else constant) where one plays for 

the Oakland A’s and the other one plays for the NY Yankees then the NY Yankee player is 

expected to be paid about 28% more.  Holding all else constant, including team revenues, a 

player in the National League could expect to make approximately 1.7% more than his 

American League colleague.  

 Column 5 introduces the multi-level model.  According to the interaction terms we see 

that both ARB and FREE, also known as the intercept terms of the Level 2 model, are significant 

and explain that pitchers who are eligible for either will receive substantial pay increases.  Since 

the slope terms, the actual interaction terms, are statistically insignificant it is unlikely that 

there are significant team or league effects in the salary for pitchers. 

 The final model, Column 6 model, is similar to Column 5 except for the removal of non-

pitching statistics, FLDAVG, OBP, and SLG.  Their removal is justified because all three are not 

statistically significant, plus FLDAVG and SLG are not economically significant due to their 

negative relationship to a pitcher’s salary.  The Column 6 model also indicates that there is no 

evidence, insignificance of slope interaction terms, that large market teams pay more for 

players than small market teams.  However there could be evidence of arbitrators using 
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financial information to determine a player’s salary since the ARB*TR interaction term’s p-value 

is .12. 

 Using the Column 6 model, and considering only the current year’s statistics, we can test 

a player’s real 2000 salary against his predicted salary.  My favorite pitcher during this time was 

always Greg Maddux.  His statistics during the 2000 season are shown below. 

Actual 2000 Season Statistics 

Player Name WHIP HRRatio SORatio IPperG Years Pro. 

Greg Maddux 1.07 53.26 5.33 7.12 15 

Estimated 2000 Salary = $5,395,900* Actual 2000 Salary = $11.2 million 

* Based only on 2000 Statistics 

The table shows Mr. Maddux could have been over paid about five and one half million dollars 

that season, but there are surely other factors involved. 

Conclusion 

 The models above have many applications but what do they really reveal?  When taking 

into account the final, Column 6, model we can assert a few statements about the results.  ARB 

and FREE have a huge shock on the salaries of players, 76.1% and 178.1% increases respectively 

(Not including team revenue effects).  Non-pitching attributes are not noteworthy, statistically 

or economically, when determining the salary of pitchers.  DIPS also has a large impact 

considering that better pitchers, base on the DIPS, get paid more money and that pitchers who 

pitch deeper into games are rewarded accordingly.  There is a small amount of evidence that 

arbitrators in FOA are biased in choosing a salary.  They are not suppose to consider a team’s 

revenue or salary when determining an appropriate salary for a pitcher but evidence shows 

they might just be doing so.  Finally, there does not appear to be any evidence that teams with 

more money pay more for a pitcher’s skill set than teams with less money. 
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 Therefore, my conclusion is anti-climatic and fails to display novel information.  Pitchers 

who are better at preventing batters from reaching base, regardless of their other baseball 

skills, are better compensated than those who do not and teams with greater local revenues 

have more money to spend, and do, on better pitchers. 
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